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Halo! Szczyrk! Relaxation with a view!
Come to our hotel located at the foot of the mountains, where you can discover exceptional local cuisine, various comforts of the modern world andâ€¦ views that you are not going to find anywhere else. Enjoy our swimming pool, hot tub, sauna parlour, relaxation zone and a gym, along with handball and basketball courts and a ping-pong table.
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Halo! We have something delicious for you!
 Seize the moment and start each day with an enjoyable time at the Halo Szczyrk Hotel restaurant, which offers breakfast buffets full of fresh and tasty products. You will also quickly discover that the restaurant is one of the best places for morning meetings and conversations. Learn more
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For the youngest Visitors
Sometimes children get bored easily â€“ but not at Halo Szczyrk! We have a special playroom for children and an outdoor playground.
Learn more
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Halo! Itâ€™s beautiful in here!
At Halo Szczyrk, you can enjoy your free time at our 6x12-metre indoor swimming pool with a depth of 1-1.8 metres, with water jets and a hot tub.
View the Gallery
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Halo! Time to relax!
At Halo Szczyrk, you can enjoy your free time at our 6x12-metre indoor swimming pool with a depth of 1-1.8 metres, with water jets and a hot tub.
Learn more
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Family events
If you like to combine leisure with business, Halo Szczyrk is the perfect place for you â€“ we offer two multifunctional, well-equipped rooms lit by daylight.
Learn more
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Conferences
If you like to combine leisure with business, Halo Szczyrk is the perfect place for you â€“ we offer two multifunctional, well-equipped rooms lit by daylight.
Learn more
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Good to know
	95 modern rooms
	70 parking spaces
	swimming pool with a scenic terrace
	attractions for children


	pet-friendly hotel
	broadband connection in the rooms
	two conference halls
	gym
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Halo! Book directly.





Halo!  Book direct!
On our website you will find the best prices and the most favourable cancellation terms. If the presented offers do not meet your expectations, please contact us.











Special offers
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from zł440.00 per night
Book now - Spring offer
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Offer valid: 26.04-05.05.2024
from zł508.00 per night
Book now - May offer
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Offer valid: 30.05-02.06.2024
from zł399.00 per night
Book now - June offer
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from zł280.00 per night
Book now - Senior offer
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Various dates, flexible reservation
from zł250.00 per night
Book now - Free cancellation
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Lower rates, Prepayment required
from zł225.00 per night
Book now - Non-refundable rates
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Wrzosowa 21
 43-370 Szczyrk (Poland)
 Tel.:+48 33 817 86 57
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HaloKomitetu Obrony RobotnikÃ³w 39G02-148 WarszawaPoland+info@halohotele.pl
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Halo Hel
Boczna 11, 84-150, Hel (Poland)
+48 693 088 406hel@halohotele.pl


Halo Szczecin ****
Potulicka 1a, 70-230, Szczecin (Poland)
+48 91 820 00 33szczecin@halohotele.pl


Halo Szczyrk ***
Wrzosowa 21, 43-370, Szczyrk (Poland)
+48 33 817 86 57szczyrk@halohotele.pl


Halo ToruÅ„ ***
Wola Zamkowa 16, 87-100, Torun (Poland)
+48 56 659 73 33torun@halohotele.pl
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